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The development of business intelligence has enhanced the visualization of data to inform and facilitate business
management and strategizing. By implementing effective data-driven techniques, this allows for advance reporting tools
to cater to company-specific issues and challenges. The Handbook of Research on Advanced Data Mining Techniques
and Applications for Business Intelligence is a key resource on the latest advancements in business applications and the
use of mining software solutions to achieve optimal decision-making and risk management results. Highlighting
innovative studies on data warehousing, business activity monitoring, and text mining, this publication is an ideal
reference source for research scholars, management faculty, and practitioners.
This book has been designed as per the Mathematics - 2 course offered in the first year to the undergraduate
engineering students of GTU. The book provides in-depth coverage and complete explanation of topics which will help in
easy understanding of the basic concepts. The methodical approach followed in the book will enable readers to develop
a logical outlook for the course. Salient Features: ? Complete coverage of the GTU syllabus ? Solutions of GTU
examination questions within chapters ? Diverse pedagogy o Chapter outline, Points to remember etc. o Solved
examples within chapters: 649 o Unsolved problems within chapters: 561
‘Wat wil jij later worden?’ Zonder te aarzelen antwoordde de zevenjarige Elizabeth Holmes: ‘Miljardair.’ ‘Waarom geen
president?’ ‘De president zal mij ten huwelijk vragen omdat ik straks miljarden verdien.’ Op haar negentiende richtte
Elizabeth de meest veelbelovende start-up van Silicon Valley op: Theranos. Haar revolutionaire idee was een nieuwe,
snelle manier van bloedtesten, die de medische wereld op zijn kop zou zetten. Al in het eerste jaar haalde Holmes het
ongekende bedrag van 45 miljoen dollar op en haar portret prijkte op alle businesskranten en -bladen. Extraordinary,
werd het genoemd. Maar haar bedrijf bleek gebaseerd op leugens en vervalste testresultaten, en Holmes voerde een
schrikbewind om haar moedwillige fraude te verhullen. De meermaals bekroonde Wall Street Journal-journalist John
Carreyrou ontmaskerde Holmes en zijn onthullingen brachten haar ten val. Zijn diepgravende journalistieke onderzoek is
de basis voor dit adembenemende en shockerende boek over een evil woman en de waanzin van het snelle geld.
Nieuwe editie van ‘Het 80/20-principe’, de klassieker van Richard Koch waar wereldwijd meer dan een miljoen
exemplaren van verkocht zijn. Het 80/20-principe klinkt als een aardige vuistregel, maar het is meer dan dat: het is een
wetenschappelijk bewezen principe. Richard Koch toont in dit boek aan dat het 80/20-principe voor organisaties te
gebruiken is als analyse-instrument (met welke producten behalen we de hoogste winst?), en op persoonlijk vlak als
denkmethode (op welke thema’s moet ik focussen, wat zijn de beste oplossingen?). In beide gevallen is het resultaat:
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betere beslissingen, minder gedoe, meer effectiviteit. Op strategisch niveau, maar ook in je dagelijkse werk. Iedereen,
van de CEO tot de professional, kan met dit boek zijn voordeel doen. Het helpt je te kiezen, te beslissen en sneller
vooruit te komen. De jubileumeditie van dit standaardwerk is aangevuld met nieuwe hoofdstukken over de werking van
het principe in (online) netwerken.
The book is a collection of papers presented at First Doctoral Symposium on Natural Computing Research (DSNCR
2020), held during 8 August 2020 in Pune, India. The book covers different topics of applied and natural computing
methods having applications in physical sciences and engineering. The book focuses on computer vision and
applications, soft computing, security for Internet of Things, security in heterogeneous networks, signal processing,
intelligent transportation system, VLSI design and embedded systems, privacy and confidentiality, big data and cloud
computing, bioinformatics and systems biology, remote healthcare, software security, mobile and pervasive computing,
biometrics-based authentication, natural language processing, analysis and verification techniques, large scale
networking, distributed systems, digital forensics, and human–computer interaction.
De markt van mobiele communicatie is nog altijd het snelst groeiende segment van de wereldwijde computer- en
communicatiemarkt. Jochen Schiller behandelt in zijn boek Mobiele communicatie uitgebreid de huidige stand van zaken
in de technologie en het onderzoek van mobiele communicatie, en schetst daarnaast een gedetailleerde achtergrond van
het vakgebied. In het boek worden alle belangrijke aspecten van mobiele en draadloze communicatie besproken, van
signalen en toegangsprotocollen tot beveiliging en de eisen die applicaties stellen. De nadruk ligt hierbij op de overdracht
van digitale data. Schiller illustreert de theorie met vele voorbeelden en maakt gebruik van diverse didactische
hulpmiddelen, waardoor het boek zeer geschikt is voor zelfstudie en gebruik in het hoger onderwijs. In dit boek:nieuw
materiaal van derde-generatiesystemen(3g) met uitgebreide behandeling van UMTS/W-CDMABehandeling van de
nieuwe WLAN-standaarden voor hoger data rates: 802.11a, b, g en HiperLan2uitgebreide behandeling van Bluetooth
met IEEE 802.15, profielen en applicatiesuitgebreide behandeling van ad-hoc netwerken/networking en draadloze
'profiled'TCPMigratie van WAP l.x. en i-mode richting WAP 2.0.
The most awaited period of stepping out into college life is almost in front of you now. The choices that you make here
will largely affect your entire future and life in general. So while one is readying oneself for life after twelfth, the dilemma
about which college to choose and which course to choose from the wide array of career streams available after twelfth
also increases. This underscores the need for exploring the various career options available and their suitability with
reference to the following: —Learning about you —Identifying your skills —Knowing your weakness —Utilizing your talents
—Your career dreams
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"Epidemic trend analysis, timeline progression, prediction and recommendation are critical for initiating effective public
health control strategies and AI and data analytics play an important role in epidemiology, diagnostic and clinical fronts.
The focus of this book is data analytics for COVID-19 which includes an overview of COVID-19 in terms of
epidemic/pandemic, data processing and knowledge extraction. Data sources, storage and platforms are discussed
along with discussion on data models, their performance, different Big data techniques, tools and technologies. This book
also addresses the challenges in applying analytics to pandemic scenarios, case studies and control strategies"-This book provides a broad overview of the latest developments in fractional calculus and fractional differential equations
(FDEs) with an aim to motivate the readers to venture into these areas. It also presents original research describing the
fractional operators of variable order, fractional-order delay differential equations, chaos and related phenomena in detail.
Selected results on the stability of solutions of nonlinear dynamical systems of the non-commensurate fractional order
have also been included. Furthermore, artificial neural network and fractional differential equations are elaborated on;
and new transform methods (for example, Sumudu methods) and how they can be employed to solve fractional partial
differential equations are discussed. The book covers the latest research on a variety of topics, including: comparison of
various numerical methods for solving FDEs, the Adomian decomposition method and its applications to fractional
versions of the classical Poisson processes, variable-order fractional operators, fractional variational principles, fractional
delay differential equations, fractional-order dynamical systems and stability analysis, inequalities and comparison
theorems in FDEs, artificial neural network approximation for fractional operators, and new transform methods for solving
partial FDEs. Given its scope and level of detail, the book will be an invaluable asset for researchers working in these
areas.
For B.E./ B.Tech students of Third Semester of Maharshi Dayanand University (MDU). Rohtak and Kurushetra
University, Kurushetra. Special Features of the First Edition :: Lucid and Simple Lanaguage | Large number of solved
Examples | Tabular Explanation of Specific Topics | Presentation in a very Systematic and Logical manner.
This book gathers the proceedings of the 4th conference on Recent Advances in Engineering Math. & Physics (RAEMP
2019), which took place in Cairo, Egypt in December 2019. This international and interdisciplinary conference highlights
essential research and developments in the field of Engineering Mathematics and Physics and related technologies and
applications. The proceedings is organized to follow the main tracks of the conference: Advanced computational
techniques in engineering and sciences; computational intelligence; photonics; physical measurements and big data
analytics; physics and nano-technologies; and optimization and mathematical analysis.
Primarily intended for the undergraduate students of mathematics, physics and engineering, this text gives in-depth
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coverage of differential equations and the methods for solving them. The book begins with the definitions, the physical
and geometric origins of differential equations, and the methods for solving the first order differential equations. Then it
goes on to give the applications of these equations to such areas as biology, medical sciences, electrical engineering and
economics. The text also discusses, systematically and logically, higher order differential equations and their applications
to telecommunications, civil engineering, cardiology and detection of diabetes, as also the methods of solving
simultaneous differential equations and their applications. Besides, the book provides a detailed discussion on Laplace
transforms and their applications, partial differential equations and their applications to vibration of stretched string, heat
flow, transmission lines, etc., and calculus of variations and its applications. The book, which is a happy fusion of theory
and application, would also be useful to postgraduate students.NEW TO THIS EDITION • New sections on: (a)
Equations reducible to linear partial differential equations (b) General method for solving the second order non-linear
partial differential equations (Monge’s Method) (c) Lagrange’s equations of motion • Number of solved examples in
Chapters 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
This book has been designed as per the Mathematics-1 course offered in the first year to the undergraduate engineering students
of Gujarat Technical University. It provides crisp but complete explanation of topics which helps in easy understanding of the basic
concepts. The systematic approach followed in the book enables readers to develop a logical perspective for solving problems.
The book also contains the list of basic formulas and the solutions on 2018 university asked questions. Highlights: 1. Crisp content
designed strictly as per the latest GTU syllabus 2. Comprehensive coverage with lucid presentation style 3. Solutions of previous
GTU examination questions 4. Diverse pedagogy includes Chapter outline, Points to remember etc. ; 850+ Solved examples and
500+ Unsolved problems for practicing
FRACTIONAL CALCULUS: Theory and Applications deals with differentiation and integration of arbitrary order. The origin of this
subject can be traced back to the end of seventeenth century, the time when Newton and Leibniz developed foundations of
differential and integral calculus. Nonetheless, utility and applicability of FC to various branches of science and engineering have
been realized only in last few decades. Recent years have witnessed tremendous upsurge in research activities related to the
applications of FC in modeling of real-world systems. Unlike the derivatives of integral order, the non-local nature of fractional
derivatives correctly models many natural phenomena containing long memory and give more accurate description than their
integer counterparts.The present book comprises of contributions from academicians and leading researchers and gives a
panoramic overview of various aspects of this subject: Introduction to Fractional Calculus Fractional Differential Equations
Fractional Ordered Dynamical Systems Fractional Operators on Fractals Local Fractional Derivatives Fractional Control Systems
Fractional Operators and Statistical Distributions Applications to Engineering
This book is designed for the 3rd semester gtu engineering students pursuing the probability and statistics (code 3130006). The
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crisp but complete explanation of topics will help the students easily understand the basic concepts. The tutorial approach (I.E.
Teach by example) followed in the text will enable students develop a logical perspective to solving problems.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Security, Privacy, and Applied Cryptography
Engineering held in Pune, India, in October 2014. The 19 papers presented together with two invited papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 66 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on cryptographic building blocks; mini
tutorial; attacks and countermeasures; tools and methods; and secure systems and applications.
For B.E./ B.Tech/B.Arch. Students for first semester of all Engineering Colleges of Uttrakhand, Dehradun (Unified Syllabus). As
per the syllabus 2006-07 and onwards. The subject matter is presented in a very systematic and logical manner. The book
contains fairly large number of solved examples from question papers of examinations recently conducted by different universities
A Textbook of Engineering Mathematics
The need for intelligent machines in areas such as medical diagnostics, biometric security systems, and image processing
motivates researchers to develop and explore new techniques, algorithms, and applications in this evolving field.Cross-Disciplinary
Applications of Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition: Advancing Technologies provides a common platform for
researchers to present theoretical and applied research findings for enhancing and developing intelligent systems. Through its
discussions of advances in and applications of pattern recognition technologies and artificial intelligence, this reference highlights
core concepts in biometric imagery, feature recognition, and other related fields, along with their applicability.
This book has been designed as per the Advanced Engineering Mathematics course offered in the third semester to the
undergraduate engineering students of GTU. It provides crisp as well as complete explanation of topics which will help in easy
understanding of the basic concepts. The systematic approach followed in the book will enable readers to develop a logical
perspective for solving problems.
Module-I: Matrix I, Matrix Ii| Module-Ii: Successive Differentiation | Mean Value Theorems & Expansion Of Functions | Reduction
Formulae: Indefinite And Definiteintegrals| Module-Iii Introduction To Functions Of Severalvariables | Partial Differentiation |
Extrema:Maxima , Minima And Saddle Points | Concept Of Multiple Integrals:
This special volume of the conference will be of immense use to the researchers and academicians. In this conference,
academicians, technocrats and researchers will get an opportunity to interact with eminent persons in the field of Applied
Mathematics and Scientific Computing. The topics to be covered in this International Conference are comprehensive and will be
adequate for developing and understanding about new developments and emerging trends in this area. High-Performance
Computing (HPC) systems have gone through many changes during the past two decades in their architectural design to satisfy
the increasingly large-scale scientific computing demand. Accurate, fast, and scalable performance models and simulation tools
are essential for evaluating alternative architecture design decisions for the massive-scale computing systems. This conference
recounts some of the influential work in modeling and simulation for HPC systems and applications, identifies some of the major
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challenges, and outlines future research directions which we believe are critical to the HPC modeling and simulation community.
This book is primarily written according to the syllabi for B.E./B.Tech. Students for I sem. of MDU, Rohtak and Kurushetra
University . Special Features : Lucid and Simple Laguage |bjective Types Questions | Large Number of Solved Examples | Tabular
Explanation of Specific Topics | Presentation in a very Systematic and logical manner.
To ensure product reliability, an organization must follow specific practices during the product development process that impact
reliability. The second edition of the bestselling Product Reliability, Maintainability, and Supportability Handbook helps
professionals identify the shortcomings in the reliability practices of their organizations and empowers them to take actions to
overcome them. The book begins by discussing product effectiveness and its related functions, presents the mathematical theory
for reliability, and introduces statistical inference concepts as ways to analyze probabilistic models from observational data. Later
chapters introduce basic types of probability distributions; present the concepts of confidence interval; focus on reliability
assessment; and examine software reliability, quality, and safety. Use FMMEA to identify failure mechanisms Reflecting the latest
developments in the field, the book introduces a new methodology known as failure modes, mechanisms, and effects analysis
(FMMEA) to identify potential failure mechanisms. Shifting to a practical stance, the book delineates steps that must be taken to
develop a product that meets reliability objectives. It describes how to combine reliability information from parts and subsystems to
compute system level reliability, presents methods for evaluating reliability in fault-tolerant conditions, and describes methods for
modeling and analyzing failures of repairable products. The text discusses reliability growth, accelerated testing, and management
of a continuous improvement program; analyzes the influence of reliability on logistics support requirements; shows how to assess
overall product effectiveness; and introduces the concepts of process capability and statistical process control techniques. New
Topics in the Second Edition Include: Failure Modes, Mechanisms, and Effects Analysis Confidence Interval on Reliability Metrics
and their Relationships with Measures of Product Quality Process Control and Process Capability and their Relationship with
Product Reliability System Reliability, including Redundancy
B.E./B.Tech. Students of Second Semester of MDU, Rohtak and Kurushetra University, Kurushetra.
Papers on Smarandache magic square, Smarandache friendly numbers, some another remarks on the generalization of Bernoulli
and Euler numbers, an integral identity involving the Hermite polynomials, vinegar identifiation by ultraviolet spectrum technology
and pattern recognition method, pairwise semi compact and pairwise semi lindeloff spaces, and other topics. Contributors: C.
Prabpayak, U. Leerawat, S. M. Khairnar, S. Balasubramanian, B. Amudhambigai, A. H. Majeed, A. D. Hamdi, H. Jolany, M. R.
Darafsheh, and others.
This book has received very good response from students and teachers within the country and abroad alike.Its previous edition
exhausted in a very short time.I place on record my sense of gratitude to the students and teachers for their appreciation of my
work,which has offered me an opportunity to bring out this revised Eighteenth Edition.Due to the demand of students a chapter on
Linear Programming as added.A large number of new examples and problems selected from the latest question papers of various
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engineering examinations held recently have been included to enable the students to understand the latest trend.
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